1997 dodge dakota v8

The exterior was still ruggedly handsome, but the interior was an ergonomic throwback to SLT
models had horrific fake wood that looked like it had been ripped from a '70s tract home
basement. Seat comfort was marginal. The best thing the Dakota had going for it was an
optional 5. Now that Chrysler in flush with cash, the Dakota has received a complete makeover
for The most obvious difference is the styling of the new truck. Call it mini-Ram, inside and out.
The exterior isn't as attractive as the Ram, mostly because the front end doesn't gel right thanks
to a multitude of cutlines around the grille and headlight assemblies. From certain angles, the
ellipsoidal grille looks tacked on rather than integrated with the lights and front bumper, giving
the truck an oddly proportioned appearance. Inside, user-friendly controls and displays pass
the same work-glove ease-of-operation test that the Ram does. Seats are king-of-the-road high,
and infinitely more comfortable. Club Cab models will carry up to six people. Dual airbags are
standard, but it is important to note that the passenger airbag cannot be switched off. This
means that rear-facing child safety seats can never be used in the front seat of a Dakota. Babies
and young children will need to ride on the rear bench of the Club Cab model. Can't afford a
Club Cab? They've had passenger airbags since , and they offer a switch to turn off the airbag.
Kinda makes you wonder what Chrysler was thinking. Here's another mystery. The Club Cab
offers no third door option. Seems odd from the company that pioneered the fourth sliding door
on minivans and is planning a four-door full-size Ram Club Cab for Press materials indicate that
the new Dakota is equipped with side door guard beams, but makes no mention that these
beams pass side-impact standards for trucks. Why didn't engineers just but the stronger beams
in from the get-go, rather than wait a couple of years? Dodge had a chance to build the perfect
compact pickup, and blew it. Still, it's a nice piece of work. Base, Sport and SLT models are
available. Regular cab 2WD models feature a 2. Club Cab and 4WD models get a 3. Optional on
all models is a 5. Crammed into a regular cab shortbed with 2WD, the V8 transforms the Dakota
into a storming sport truck. Overall, the new Dakota is quite satisfying. However, we can't help
but think some short-sighted thinking and cost-cutting went into the design because of the lack
of several major safety and convenience features. Makes us wonder about the integrity of the
stuff that isn't quite so obvious. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Dakota. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Dakota lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. Powertrains are carried over, but everything else on the Dodge
Dakota is new. Tightest turning circle in class, roomiest cabs and dual airbags are standard.
Faux pas? No third door option, and the passenger airbag cannot be deactivated, so a
rear-facing child seat is out of the question unless you cram it into the rear of the Club Cab.
Read more. Write a review See all 48 reviews. I bought this for my daughter who always wanted
a pickup. It has a teal color. It worked very well for her. She has moved to the city and a pickup
is unnecessary, so I inherited it. I'm having trouble giving it up as it is handy to have around.
Drives like a truck and gets the same kind of low mileage but that is what it is. I bought the
Dakota new back in I now have almost k miles with nothing but standard maintenance required.
I have had a problem with the speakers since I bought it and the dealership could never figure it
out. Other than this one issue the truck has served me well over the past decade. Bought it with
90k miles. Within two months it needed a new motor and a new transmission. It has had
numerous sets of brakes because it cannot stop well at all. Design flaws - any owner will tell
you they have replaced all the tie rods and ball joints at least once, if you have a V8 model say
good bye to good fuel economy 11 mpg highway at 65mph , terrible interior with no back doors,
4WD with no locking differential? Read less. I wanted to get a little truck hoping for good gas
mileage, and when I found my Dakota SLT 4x4 with the 5. Since I got this truck all I have had
done was put dual flowmaster exhaust on it which increase my fuel mileage 3 miles. I love the
horsepower it has, and I feel this is the best looking Dakota model out there, and my friends
agree. See all 48 reviews of the Used Dodge Dakota. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7

reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Dakota. Sign Up. Ever swing a hammer that was too
heavy for you? Or ever try to drive a large nail with a hammer that was just too light? Doing a
job with exactly the right-size tool is an entirely different experience. The project becomes a
pleasure. The work can even feel like fun. The new Dodge Dakota is like that. Light pickups can
be way-handy transport-when they're properly sized. That's a fact an increasing number of
buyers are discovering. Driving a truck that's too big or too small for your real-life, long-term
duty cycle, however, can make the experience not only uncomfortable, but expensive. Small
trucks pant when they're asked to do too much, and big ones are awkward parking-lot elephants
that use too much pricey dead-dinosaur juice. We drove several versions of the all-new '97
Dakota compact and hammered a Vpowered, standard-cab prototype through our battery of
performance tests. What we found was a real truck with a near-perfect heft for both the daily
grind and weekend workouts. Dodge has targeted the Dakota at the center of the growing
"personal use" pickup segment. That's a lucrative market slice bracketed in price and size by
ever-slicker, increasingly carlike pickup products such as the new-in-'94 Chevy S-Series on the
lower end and the short-bed '97 Ford F on the upper. Here's the first detailed look at this new
contender, headed for Dodge showrooms in late fall. It's been a full decade since the boxy
Dakota was introduced, but its simple lines have held up well. In fact, sales have stayed
surprisingly strong. In calendar-year , the Dakota sold nearly , units. Nonetheless, the
top-of-the-segment Ford Ranger sold , So, perhaps it was time for a new look. If you get a kick
from the bad-boy styling of the full-size Dodge Ram pickup, you're going to like the resculptured
Dakota. But there's more here than just a smaller Ram. Look carefully and you can see that the
Dodge studio has put lots more curves and character lines in the Dakota's sheetmetal. Like
some sporty-looking coupes, the new truck even has a waist. In addition, the bulging
wheelwells have been flared to accommodate huge, off-road tires like the 31x Interior comfort
and good looks also are important to the personal-use buyer, so Dodge attempted to integrate
the truck's interior design with the exterior by locating the interior and exterior design studios
close to each other. It seems to have worked; the interior shapes share similar radius and
surface characteristics with the exterior. For example, the instrument panel echoes the curves
of the truck's grille. Although they went for the styling stretch, Dodge designers kept their
ergonomic feet on the ground. This logical, straightforward approach to control location and
design is evident in the simple push-pull headlight switch in the traditional position to the left of
the column. In the workaday truck world, there's no use reinventing the wheel. The glovebox is
big 4. Designers also used a computer to help position vital controls within comfortable reach
distances, even for smaller drivers. For example, the climate-control switchgear consists of
three big, dodo-proof rotary knobs located to the immediate right of the instrument cluster. If
you want more than the basics, carlike interior goodies also are available. Our SLT test truck
featured a trick overhead console with holders for sunglasses and a garage-door opener. In
addition, the console sported a mini trip computer that provides readouts for the electronic
compass, outside temperature, fuel range, average fuel economy, instant fuel economy, elapsed
time, and trip distance. Dodge's balanced-design approach has resulted in a comfortable,
functional interior that's handsome in a trucky way without excessive pretty details or
gimmicks. Like virtually all pickups, the Dakota is a full-body-on-frame vehicle. Although the
disadvantage over a unibody design is its extra weight, a big plus is that this setup can be more
easily tuned to achieve both good handling and smooth ride regardless of the weight of cargo
being toted. To further facilitate these dual requirements, the engineers added bigger bushings
in the new chassis and suspension, and the 4x2 frame has been completely redesigned for
percent-greater torsional rigidity and reduced body shake as compared to the previous Dakota.
Larger shocks have been specified to reduce the chance of damping fade and the resulting loss
in body and wheel control on rough roads, the engineers added more ride travel-a significant
benefit for pickups that are expected to handle the occasional off-highway foray into the rough
stuff. In addition to giving the Dakota a stronger and stiffer frame, the engineers also designed
in better body dimensional control for the manufacturing plant and greater ease of assembly to
ensure tighter body seams and better panel alignment. So the new Dakota should not only
appear better built, it probably will be. We noticed during our test that the '97 has far better
overall structural integrity and a quieter demeanor than its predecessor. This is immediately
obvious from the lack of shudder from the instrument panel, steering column, and body when
driving on broken road surfaces. There are two cab choices: standard and Club. Opt for the
standard cab and you get dual buckets or a three-across bench seat. Go for the Club Cab with
front buckets, and the Dakota will seat five. Get the Club Cab with a front bench, and six can go
for a short ride. Bigger and roomier than a compact, the Dakota still can't quite measure up to
the standard or extended cab of a full-size pickup. Still, if a fully loaded cab is only an
occasional problem, the Dakota's leaner exterior dimensions make sense. Actually, there's just

one thing missing: Where is the Club Cab's third door? Frankly, after sampling the added
convenience of compact and full-size pickups with a third door, we believe the lack will be
considered a serious one by many shoppers. On the other hand, we've got the passenger-side
[air]bag as standard. The ride and handling improvement over the previous Dakota is
immediately obvious, even during a short drive. Indeed, from an engineering standpoint, this is
what seems most improved. In front, two-wheel-drive Dakotas use longer, redesigned
unequal-length upper and lower control arms with coil springs. Four-wheel-drive models feature
a fully independent torsion-bar setup. In back, the arrangement is the standard leaf springs with
a solid axle that's been stretched two inches for a wider track. Our two-wheel-drive SLT with the
handling and tire package carved through the slalom at Adding to this truck's surer feel is a
quicker steering ratio, which lends sharper handling response. The resulting high-speed
behavior is confidence-inspiring and closer to that of a taut rear-drive coupe than you'll believe
until you try it. One of the traditionally weak dynamic areas for unloaded pickups is braking.
And that's on a dry surface. Add water or ice and you've got the makings for a long, scary stop.
The Dakota's standard arrangement is front discs and rear drums with rear-wheel anti-lock. Our
SLT was equipped with the optional four-wheel anti-lock system, enabling it to stop straight and
in just feet from 60 mph. That's good for a pickup, particularly given the less-than-smooth
braking lane at the test site. Our test vehicle had the healthy 5. This would be ou
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r first choice for a sporty daily driver, with its gutsy horses and pound trailer-tow capacity. An
effortless 8. Dodge also offers the Dakota with a manual five-speed and a 2. The smooth-shifting
manual tranny features a hydraulic clutch mechanism. With its relatively light and progressive
action, take-offs are smooth and shudderless. If you need four-wheel drive, Dodge offers a
rugged part-time system with a manual floor shift. We took a four-wheel-drive Dakota off-road
on the same deeply rutted, narrow trail where we recently sampled the all-new Jeep Wrangler ,
and our sense was that the Dakota scrambled over that beastly terrain nearly as neatly as Jeep
's classic off-road device. With either the 6. We believe its bold new styling, special attention to
cab quiet, and car-style suspension tuning will move the Dakota to the top of truck buyers'
shopping lists. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. David Freers photographer Jack
Keebler writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

